U PC O M ING E VEN TS

CINEMA – L’Orologio di Monaco by Mario Caputo
date/location: MAY 5 @ EMBASSY OF ITALY

ART – Unlocking Giorgio Morandi's Mysteries: A Personal Perspective – Conference by Laura Mattioli
date/location: MAY 11 @ EMBASSY OF ITALY

April 29, 2016 at 7PM

SPECIAL EVENT – EU Embassies’ Open House: The Best of Italy
date/location: MAY 14 @ EMBASSY OF ITALY

CONFERENCE – The Etruscan – An Amazing People by Carla Kosciuszko
date/location: MAY 15 @ CASA ITALIANA

CONFERENCE – Friends of Florence with Simonetta Brandolini d’Adda
date/location: MAY 16 @ EMBASSY OF ITALY

MUSIC – The Romantic Guitar from Naples to Barcelona
date/location: MAY 18 @ EMBASSY OF ITALY

MUSIC – “GENOVA CON NOI” Musica, Poesia, Storia e Territorio – Music by “The i-Talians”
date/location: MAY 22 @ FRIENDSHIP HEIGHTS VILLAGE CENTER

CONFERENCE – The Museums Diplomacy: From Hieroglyphs to New Museum Languages and Joint
Research
date/location: MAY 25 @ EMBASSY OF ITALY

CONFERENCE – Protecting heritage in crisis areas. Accomplished and ongoing Italian experiences in
Middle East: Israel, Jordan, Iraq, Libya
date/location: MAY 27 @ EMBASSY OF ITALY

(schedule subject to change)

ITALIAN CULTURAL INSTITUTE
3000 Whitehaven Street NW – Washington, DC 20008
Phone: +1.202.518.0998
Web: www.iicwashington.esteri.it
Newsletter: iicwashington.info/join

Presented by Professor Franco Sciannameo
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Depero. Rovereto, New York and Other Stories

Depero. Rovereto, New York and Other Stories

From the Mart in Rovereto - Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art of
Trento and Rovereto - the President Ilaria Vescovi and the Director
Gianfranco Maraniello send their warmest greetings to the guests, to the
Italian Cultural Institute in Washington and to the director Nello Correale.

“D EPE RO. R ov er et o, N ew Yo rk an d oth e r sto rie s” - According to Nello Correale, the director of the

"The promotion of our heritage is maximized by the use and sharing of

circuits, crossing the edge and building a form of total art ranging from painting to theater, from set design to

knowledge, stories, and experiences that relate to our heritage. We are called to
protect the artists and their works that we honor and are committed to. It is with
great gratitude that we salute the organizers of this laudable initiative, aimed at
promoting the concept of the multifaceted and cosmopolitan image of one our most important artists:
Fortunato Depero. The movie that you will see tonight was premiered right in our museum, in Rovereto, a

docudrama: "This is a complete portrait of an artist who has crossed in an explosive way theater, advertising, design,
craftsmanship and that has left a deep mark in the history of art and continues to influence many artists.” This is the first
documentary film on the life and work of Fortunato Depero. A truly amazing artist who has gone far beyond the codified
photography, the applied arts, "radio phonic lyrics" publishing and advertising graphics. In this documentary film, shot in
Rovereto, Milan, Trento and New York (where even today there are signs of his art, recognized and appreciated by
museums such as the Guggenheim), the testimonies, among others, of Alessandro Mendini, Maurizio Nichetti, Mario
Botta, Nicoletta Boschiero, Maurizio Scudiero, Vivien Greene and Daniel Hurlin, Jessica Palmieri, who comment on the
vision of the "future" of Depero and his realitonship with New York. The documentary film comes at a perfect time when
we celebrate the Manifesto of the Futurist Reconstruction of the Universe (1915) signed Balla and Depero. This

few months ago. We are so happy that, thanks to this important film project, we have created a bridge

message to the world was clear: "We Futurists, Balla and Depero, want to realize this total fusion to reconstruct the

between Rovereto and Washington, between Italy and the United States, both countries that were deeply

universe in a cheerful way, that is recreating thoroughly”.

loved by Depero. All of us here at the Mart are with you, happy that in the spirit of culture and art, networks

Thanks to the support of institutions, archives, and consultants that are related to Italian and American museums

are being created based on knowledge, culture and passions “.
FO RTU NA TO D EPE RO was born on March 30, 1892, in
Fondo, Italy. Depero was schooled at Scuola Reale Elisabettina
in Rovereto, Italy, where he was taught to develop technical
specialization and applied arts techniques. In 1910, Depero
began working as an apprentice with a marble worker to further
his artistic development. In 1913, Depero discovered the futurist
paper “Lacerba” and was greatly inspired. He then began his
approach to futurism.
Depero’s career began as a fine artist and eventually developed
into commercial art. Over time, Depero became the most
successful futurist graphic designer. Depero worked with futurist
painter Giacomo Balla, and the pair signed The Futurist

Reconstruction of the Universe. The manifesto suggested “sound and kinetic three-dimensional advertisements,”
which were completely unheard of at the time. In his promo book Depero Futurista, Depero speaks of new futurist
advertising design styles. The pages were fastened with nuts and bolts, which created a unique, modern and thereby
futurist design. The design of the book was marked by geometric shapes with a paper cut-out style in black and
white. The simplicity of this design reflected the futurist idea of “The Futurist Toy,” which stated that an image should
be stimulating to both children and adults alike.
Following the release of Depero Futurista, Depero moved on to New York, where he continued to paint, design for
the theatre and work as a freelance advertising designer. He designed covers for magazines such as Vanity Fair, but
the majority of his work was used to promote futurism as well as himself. In 1929, Depero wrote the outline for Il

Futurismo e l’arte pubblicitaria (Futurism and the Art of Advertising), which spoke of the inevitable impact that
advertising would make on art in the future.
Depero eventually began working on a series of advertisements for Campari aperitif, including a wood sculpture and

Correale could, for the first time, create a complete portrait of the artist from Rovereto. "Depero, Rovereto New York and
other stories" is a film produced by Nello Correale’s Tipota Movie Company and FilmWork, and with the contribution of
the Trentino Film Commission and the collaboration of the Mart Museum and the Depero Futurist Art House. "
Directed by: Nello Correale - Italy - 2015 - 62 minutes
N ELL O C O RR EAL E – Author, Director, Sceenwriter and TV Programs Author. He directs and writes his first feature
film “Oltremare” in 1997, participates at several scripts, among which “Journey Of Hope”, Academy Award 1991 (best
foreign feature film); has written and directed several documentaries for national and international broadcasters, some
of which are “ Panaria Boys”, nominated at “David di Donatello” Prize in 2005. “Wolf on The Drum” a feature-length
documentary for Kazakh Film (the first Italy/Kazakhstan co-production).
FR ANC O SC IAN NA MEO - Born in Salento, Violinist, Musicologist and Cultural Historian Franco Sciannameo
studied in Rome at the Conservatorio di Musica “Santa Cecilia” (D.M. in Violin Performance, Literature, and Pedagogy),
and later at the Accademia Chigiana in Siena and Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia in Rome. He holds advanced
degrees in Historical Musicology and Cultural Studies from the University of Pittsburgh. Always concerned with the role
of artists in society, Franco Sciannameo writes and lectures extensively on contemporary music and its relation to
politics, cinema, and the arts. He has worked with a number of celebrated composers, including Giacinto Scelsi, Nino
Rota, Ennio Morricone, Franco Donatoni, and Paul Chihara with whom he collaborated on many performances and
recordings. Sciannameo’s articles and essays are featured regularly in The Musical Times (London) while his most
recent books include Nino Rota’s The Godfather Trilogy(Rowman & Littlefield, 2010), Phil Trajetta (1777-1854), Patriot,

Musician, Immigrant (CMS Monographs and Bibliographies in American Music, 2010), Music as Dream: Essays on
Giacinto Scelsi (Rowman & Littlefield, 2013), and Experiencing the Violin Concerto: A Listener’s Companion (Rowman
& Littlefield, 2016). Furthermore, Sciannameo, Carnegie Mellon University’s Entertainment Technology Center and
MART in Rovereto have produced highly successful animated films based on Depero’s works and those of other Italian
Futurists.

several posters. His work was compiled into a book called Numero unico futurista Campari 1931 . In addition, Depero

Franco Sciannameo is Professor of Music and Associate Dean in the College of Fine Arts at Carnegie Mellon University

designed a distinctive bottle design for Campari Soda in 1932, which is still used in production today.

in Pittsburgh and Visiting Professor of Applied Musicology in the Faculty of Performance, Visual Arts and
Communications at the University of Leeds, United Kingdom.

